Perioperative Pathway Symposium
10/4/2016
Oberndorf Auditorium
4 pm to 8 pm

(1) Opening – Green/Chen (15 Minutes)
(2) Colorectal pathway – Sarin (45 Minutes)
   - Panel (including multidisciplinary group)
(3) Cancer Center Resources – Hallberg (15 Minutes)
(4) Surgical Wellness Clinic – Finlayson (15 Minutes)
***BREAK***
(5) Technology, Business Intelligence, and Analytics - Driving Outcomes & Performance Improvement – Ng (15 Minutes)
(6) Alternative Payment Mechanisms & Surgical Care – Parekh (15 Minutes)
(7) Research opportunities – Sarin
(8) Expansion Beyond Mission Bay – Berven (15 Minutes)
(9) Maintenance of Certification Approval Program – Tabas (15 Minutes)
(10) Breakout sessions (60 Minutes)
   - Pain – Naidu
   - Cancer Center Resources – Hallberg/Finlayson
   - Developing a Pathway – Chen/Lager
   - Data management – Ng